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Book review
As suggested in the title, Transactions in Taste is about
how food ‘collaborates’ with humans in the creation of a
sense of the everyday or normal. The book is ethnograph-
ically based in Bengal; that is, in both West Bengal (India)
and East Bengal (Bangladesh), in the cities of Calcutta and
Dhaka. Like much recent work in the anthropology of
food, the concern is over questions of identity, and how it
is parsed out among competing, contrasting and overlap-
ping categories, such as Hindu and Muslim, India and
Bangladesh, and middle class and poor. The book’s pri-
mary influence is the theory of art and agency developed
by anthropologist Alfred Gell, which posits objects as
‘actants’ (p. 19) that can translate, transform, betray or in
other ways shape human intentionalities. Janeja ties this
approach to the notion of a ‘foodscape,’ or the ways that
food and food practices create a sense of place, or desh,
such that ‘what is revealed is not only people’s affection
for desh but also that desh has affection for its people,
that is, desh as place is emotionally involved with
people’ (p. 51). This leads to some interesting phrasings
on the part of the author, who describes a preparation
of mashed chilies that ‘attaches itself to the mistress …
touches her, wraps her in its embrace, dissolves her bod-
ily boundaries, and enters her. It makes: her eyes water,
her face turn red, her cough, and her lose her temper’
(p. 91; original emphasis). By making explicit the agency
ascribed to food, Janeja is making an important point
about how we experience food as not simply responsive
to our desires but shaping our environments and our
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bric, including notions of purity and pollution, hospitality,
and the ‘idle talk’ (p. 103) about food that occurs in tea
shops, I want to highlight two issues in particular. Over
the course of several chapters she describes the tense in-
teractions between a middle-class East Bengali mistress
and her hired cooks/servants. What is brought out here is
their failure to reproduce normality by cooking the flavors
of their own rather than their mistress’s desh. This is be-
cause they cook hot chilies when they think their mistress
will be gone for the afternoon only to have her return
home early (indeed, the sensory description above is taken
from this incident). Thus a failure to reproduce normality
leads to the firing of one of the two cooks. This is not only
because of the way the chilies pervade the household with
the smells of the cooks’ desh, but because of fears of the
mistress that hot chilies also can lead poor servants to acts
of violence and sexual immorality. This incident is inter-
esting both because of the agency ascribed to normal and
not-normal foods, but because it shows the competing
‘normalities’ that make up everyday life in East and West
Bengal – it is the servants’ desire for a ‘normal’ meal that
reminds them of their desh and leads them to take the risk
of preparing these chilies.
A later chapter considers the way taste is commodified
in restaurants in Calcutta and Dhaka. Janeja shows the
processes by which female home-cooking is transformed
to make it acceptable in the public sphere. While this
chapter contains rich materials that will interest other
scholars working on restaurants, it was particularly in-
teresting to see her description of the process by which
restaurateurs set themselves up as preservers of a trad-
ition (as always on the verge of being otherwise lost),
while at the same time balancing and modifying the
dishes to make them acceptable to their customers:
‘Normality then is defined here as the capacity of the
cooks to exclude their respective desh as an actant in
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is normal in Calcutta in the perceptions of the restaur-
ant staff ’ (p. 131). While this process may be occurring
in many different sorts of restaurants around the world,
it comes into focus in Janeja’s careful description of the
treatment of ingredients, spices, and the temporal as-
pects of creating marketable flavors. Janeja also dis-
cusses this in relation to notions of ownership of
cultural and intellectual property. She suggestively con-
cludes that ethnic conflicts may arise not over differ-
ences as much as over ‘irreconcilable claims or
aspirations to the same identities. In these situations, it
is the perceived similarities of the ethnic Other that are
experienced as threatening, rather than the differences’
(p. 163; original emphasis).
This is a rich ethnography, with many sensory descrip-
tions (for example, making mashed rice balls is described
as ‘chewing with the fingers’ (p. 59)). It is enlivened by the
inclusion of 23 color plates; I wish more publishers were
willing to include such plates in scholarly works on food.
However, the writing is often quite dense, and in many
parts the text is swamped by footnotes, making it more
appropriate for scholars than the casual reader or student.
It is not the first ethnography to be inspired by Gell’s ap-
proach, and the interested reader should be aware of Joy
Adapon’s Mexican-based ethnography Culinary Art and
Anthropology [1]. The importance of continued work that
explores the agency of food and of the kitchen environ-
ment in creating the strong sensory and emotive qualities
of normality, social identities and divisions, and the qual-
ities of flavor is testified to in both these works that take
inspiration from Alfred Gell’s theories of art and the
agency of objects.
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